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Since the publication of our Digital Storytelling books (iMovie and PowerPoint),
we have been fortunate to share these ideas and skills with hundreds of educators
and students. This new book, Digital Storytelling with Movie Maker, incorporates a
lot of the great feedback we have received about Digital Storytelling, as well as an
update of new features in Movie Maker from Microsoft. We continue to encourage
readers and workshop participants to share their ideas and resources through our
contact at www.teachingstory.com.
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What’s hard about updating a book is the gap in time between the new ideas and
resources and the publication of these pages. You’ll find a resource CD in the back
of the book to help with instant access to the things mentioned in the book for using
Movie Maker in the classroom. We’ll continue to provide resources at our websites
listed in the About the Authors section on page 71 and encourage you to visit them often.
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Many students and educators are enjoying the new features in Movie Maker for
communicating a wide variety of information. What this book offers are skills and
ideas for avoiding static, dry presentations…. essentially, presentations that lack
engagement, excitement, and story. This book suggests that presenters can engage
audiences using Movie Maker by the creative use of story, considering the “context”
of information being shared, and the interests/word pictures of the audience.
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Most important is the use of story to communicate ideas in presentations that engage,
excite, and educate. We want to help the reader be capable of “powerful storytelling,”
which is presentations so compelling that audiences are motivated to act on the
information shared.
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Chapter 6
Introduction to Windows Movie Maker
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Windows Movie Maker is a free program that comes preloaded on all PC computers
running XP through Vista. It does not come pre-loaded on Windows 7, but it can be
downloaded for free from the Microsoft web site. This powerful piece of software
enables the user to create movies from still images, narration, audio clips, music files,
and video clips. Each element is imported into the program and then assembled to create
a final video. Projects can range from basic to quite sophisticated. Once completed, these
videos can play on any computer, or be uploaded to the Internet.
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We have organized this section of the book to give you an overview of the program in
this chapter and then go into more details about each of the multimedia elements.
Chapter Seven will look in-depth at digital images, from searching through importing.
Audio and music tips will be shared in Chapter Eight. Working with video is the focus
of Chapter Nine, including how to convert video clips from YouTube. Chapter Ten is
focused on sharing videos effectively on a network or online.
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Throughout each chapter, there will be projects that highlight the concepts covered.
The movie clips are found on the companion CD-ROM. With over thirty examples
across all grade levels and curriculum areas, we hope you will be inspired to try
creating a project of your own. Some of the highlighted examples use copyrighted
music. So as not to violate copyright, we have included segments of those clips instead
of the full videos.
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Limitations and Challenges
When Working with Windows Movie Maker
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This powerful, free software also has a few problems. The biggest glitch is that Windows
Movie Maker is known to freeze in the middle of assembling the project. “Save early
and often,” is the most important tip we can share. There are two ways to save in the
Movie Maker program: Save the Project and Save the Final Movie. It is critical to know
the difference. Saving the project allows you to save the elements that you have created
and retain the ability to go back to them and make changes. When you save the final
movie, you save it as a whole entity and you cannot change any of the parts. To save the
project, go to File –Save Project, then browse to a folder and save your work. During
the creation of the project every element must be saved in the same folder, with no subfolders within that folder. As you continue to work, save, save, save. When the project is
done, it is time to save the final movie. Click on File – Save Movie as… (It may also say
Export Movie or Publish Movie.) Once the final movie is saved, it can be uploaded or
shared with others.
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Another challenge in working with this program is that every element must be placed
in the same folder and that folder cannot be moved while working on the project. Even
if the project folder is moved to, say, a flash drive to work on at home, when reopening
the project on another computer, the elements all appear as red x’s. To reconnect the
elements with the project, right-click on one of the x’s and select Browse for Missing
Folder. Select the new folder location and open. Usually, this reconnects all the elements
and you can get back to work. If not, you will have to repeat the Browse for Missing
Folder repeatedly.
Lastly, another challenge is the limited file size a movie can be. Depending on the
available RAM on the computer, large files may “hang” or freeze. We have had the
most success when the projects are no longer than four minutes.
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Knowing the limitations of the program will help you as you work. Despite the
limitations of the program, you will see over thirty very impressive examples in this
book of projects that were created by students and teachers.

Different Versions of Windows Movie Maker
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Windows Movie Maker has come pre-loaded on every PC running Windows XP and
Vista. There are very few changes between XP and Vista.
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Now that Windows 7 is here, Windows Movie Maker is no longer pre-loaded, but it can
be downloaded for free by going to http://download.live.com/Movie Maker. Windows
Movie Maker is now part of Live Essentials.
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After downloading the Windows Live Movie Maker, we were initially surprised by the
new look, but after a few minutes of clicking around we were able to figure out how to
create a movie project. Other than the design changes, the biggest change seems to be the
new ease of sharing to DVD or directly to YouTube. Screen shots of the latest version
will follow the next section about the basics of Windows Movie Maker.
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The Basics of Windows Movie Maker
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Open Windows Movie Maker by clicking on the start button and locating the program.
It is often found in the accessories folder. Upon opening your screen, it will look
something like this:

The Task Pane
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There are three main areas in Windows Movie Maker: the panes, the timeline/storyboard
and the preview screen.
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If you do not see the task pane, go to View and select
Tasks. Then it will appear as it looks in the above image.
This pane helps you navigate to the different things you
can do in the program. These include:
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Importing
From digital video camera
Videos
Pictures
Audio
Music
Editing
Imported media
Effects
Transitions
Titles and credits
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Publish to
This computer
DVD
Recordable CD
E-mail
Digital video camera

Storyboard and Timeline

uc

There are two possible views to use when starting to build your project. The first view
is the storyboard view. I find this view difficult to use for editing of the movie. To move
between the two views on the menu, select View and Timeline or Storyboard.
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We prefer the timeline view. Look next to the word Video on the left. There is a small
plus sign. Click on that box to open the timeline view. We call this open and closed
timeline view, as shown in the examples below. We find it easier to edit in the open view.
Also note the magnifying glasses above the timeline. These do not change the project.
They just allow you to expand the project for more detailed editing. Also, in the timeline
view, there are time stamps that help in the editing process.
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Closed View
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The Preview Monitor
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The preview monitor
shows the part of the
project you are working on.
The buttons at the bottom
help you move through the
project. In the bottom right
of this section is the Split
clip button. This allows
you to split a clip into two
parts, making it possible to
just take a piece of a movie
clip or audio file.
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Update for Windows 7 Users—Windows Live Movie Maker
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